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The magnetoelectric Tb– Fe/ Pb共Zr0.52Ti0.48兲O3 thin-film heterostructure was prepared by low
energy cluster beam deposition. The microstructures, ferroelectric property, leakage current, and
magnetization, as well as magnetoelectric effect were investigated for the heterostructure. It is
shown that the thin-film heterostructure displays the well-defined microstructure with clear
interface. The heterostructure not only exhibits good ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties, but
also possesses strong magnetoelectric effect. The present work provides an ideal avenue to prepare
magnetoelectric composite films and facilitates their applications on the microelectromechanical
system devices. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2831695兴
In recent years, magnetoelectric films have drawn a continually increasing interest due to their potential applications
in the microelectromechanical system 共MEMS兲 devices.1 By
growing composite films combined with piezoelectric and
magnetostrictive materials, the strong magnetoelectric coupling effect could be achieved due to product property.
So far, much work has been done to prepare the composite
films by combining perovskite ferroelectric oxides 关e.g.,
Pb共Zr0.52Ti0.48兲O3 共PZT兲, BaTiO3兴 with ferromagnetic oxides
共e.g., CoFe2O4, La0.67Sr0.33MnO3兲.2–5 Due to low magnetostriction of the ferromagnetic oxides, the reported magnetoelectric effects in these all-oxide composite films are generally not strong.
It is well known that R 共rare earth兲-Fe iron alloy possesses giant magnetostriction, being an order of magnitude
greater than the ferromagnetic oxides.6 The previous investigations have shown that the magnetoelectric effect in the
bulk laminate consisted of R-Fe alloy and ferroelectric oxide
is much larger than that of the all-oxide laminates.7–9 Therefore, for the laminated composite thin film 共i.e., thin-film
heterostructure兲, it could be expected that magnetoelectric
effect would be enhanced significantly if R-Fe alloy is used
in the magnetostriction layer. However, by conventional film
preparation means, since the phase-formation temperature of
R-Fe alloy is very high 共the substrate is generally heated
above 500 ° C兲, it is unavoidable to bring about serious oxygen diffusion from PZT oxide to R-Fe alloy. As a result, both
magnetostriction in R-Fe alloy and piezoelectricity in PZT
are seriously suppressed. Moreover, the serious oxygen diffusion would also generate a new interface layer, which further significantly decreases the magnetoelectric coupling
efficiency.8 Due to these factors, so far, few investigations on
relative work have been carried out.
Recently, we have developed an effective preparation
method, namely, low energy cluster beam deposition
共LECBD兲, to prepare the nanostructured Tb–Fe film,10 which
makes it possible to prepare the well-defined microstructured
a兲
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thin-film heterostructure consisted of R-Fe alloy and ferroelectric oxide. We have demonstrated that such nanostructured Tb–Fe film possesses higher magnetostriction than the
common Tb–Fe films prepared by other methods.10 More
importantly, during LECBD process, the phase formation of
Tb–Fe nanoclusters 共or nanoparticles兲 is achieved in the condensation chamber with high temperature, while the deposition of Tb–Fe nanocluster beam onto the substrate is
achieved in another high vacuum chamber with low energy
and low temperature 共e.g., room temperature兲. Both processes are completely independent of each other. Therefore,
even if the substrate is ferroelectric oxide, the degree of the
interfacial reaction or diffusion between Tb–Fe alloy and
ferroelectric oxide would be greatly suppressed. In this letter,
we report the preparation of Tb–Fe/PZT bilayer thin-film
heterostructure by LECBD process. The well-defined microstructured with clear interface is achieved in the heterostructure, and strong magnetoelectric effect is observed.
A 100 nm thick PZT film deposited on the
Pt/ Ti/ SiO2 / Si wafer was used as the substrate in this work.
The details on the preparation of PZT thin film could be
found elsewhere.11 The substrate was blocked by a mask
with the open holes of 0.2 mm in diameter. A dc-magnetronsputtering-gas-aggregation cluster source was used to produce the cluster beam and a 5 cm diameter TbFe2 alloy plate
was used as the sputtering target. Both argon and helium
gases were used as the condensed inert carrier gases for the
nanoclusters. After passing through the skimmer, a highorient Tb–Fe nanocluster beam forms. The Tb–Fe nanocluster beam finally deposits onto the surface of the PZT film
through the open holes of the mask. During LECBD process,
the background pressure of the system was 4 ⫻ 10−5 Pa. The
final thickness of the Tb–Fe layer was ⬃300 nm. The details
on LECBD process could be found elsewhere.10 After deposition, not taking off the mask, a Pt electrode layer was deposited on the Tb–Fe dots via pulse laser deposition. The
structure of the thin-film heterostructure is sketched in inset
共a兲 of Fig. 1.
Figure 1 shows the surface scanning electron microscopy 共SEM兲 image of the Tb–Fe layer in the heterostructure.
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 The surface SEM image of the Tb–Fe layer in the
thin-film heterostructure. Inset 共a兲 is a sketch of the heterostructure and inset
共b兲 is the fractured cross-sectional SEM image of the heterostructure.

It is seen that the Tb–Fe layer is compactly assembled by the
regular spherical nanoparticles with average diameter of
⬃30 nm, which are distributed uniformly and adjacent with
each other. Inset 共b兲 of Fig. 1 shows the cross-sectional SEM
image of the thin-film heterostructure. One observes that the
interface between Tb–Fe and PZT layers is clear and no transition layer is observed. In addition, the x-ray diffraction
result 共not shown here兲 also proved that there existed no
additional phase peaks except PZT and Tb–Fe phase peaks.
The vertical-transport resistivity measurement for the
heterostructure yields a resistivity of ⬃2.1⫻ 1010 ⍀ cm at
zero bias, indicating that the heterostructure is a very good
dielectric insulator. Figure 2共a兲 presents the polarization versus electric field 共P-E兲 hysteresis loops for the heterostructure measured by a RT66 ferroelectric testing unit with the
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applied electric voltage of 5 – 15 V. The well-defined ferroelectric loops are observed. Under the applied electric voltage of 15 V, the saturation polarization and remanent
polarization are Ps = 51 C / cm2 and Pr = 27 C / cm2, respectively, both of which only have a very slight decrease
compared with the pure PZT film 共Ps = 58 C / cm2 and
Pr = 34 C / cm2兲. Such slight decrease in ferroelectric properties of the heterostructure should be attributed to the increase of oxygen vacancy concentration in PZT layer, which
brings about difficulty for the mobility of domain walls in a
certain degree and further leads to the decrease in
polarization.12
In order to further understand this, we performed the
leakage current density measurement at room temperature, as
shown in inset of Fig. 2共a兲. It is clearly shown that the leakage current density in the heterostructure is quite low, e.g.,
only being ⬃1.5⫻ 10−4 A / cm2 even under the higher electric field of 30 MV/ m. In spite of this, we found that the
leakage current density in the heterostructure was still higher
than that of the pure PZT film, which indicates the increase
of free carrier density in PZT layer of the heterostructure.13 It
was reported that, under high electric field, the leakage current in the ferroelectric film was closely relative to the oxygen vacancies, which could be well explained by a conduction mechanism based on Schottky emission model.14
Accordingly, we infer that there should appear induced oxygen vacancies in PZT layer near the interface during preparation of the heterostructure, which obviously origins
from the slight oxygen diffusion from PZT layer to Tb–Fe
layer. In fact, though the LECBD process is under the low
energy, the Tb–Fe nanoclusters still possess certain energy
共in the range of 0.01– 0.1 eV/atom兲. Due to the very strong
oxidation activity for the rare-earth Tb–Fe alloy, some Tb–Fe
nanoclusters with higher energy may have a chance to take
oxygen from PZT layer when they land onto the PZT substrate, consequently, giving rise to the introduction of oxygen
vacancies.
Figure 2共b兲 presents the field dependent magnetization
共M-H兲 curves for the heterostructure measured by a superconducting quantum interference device. The heterostructure
exhibits the well-defined magnetic hysteresis loops. One observes that both in-plane and out-of-plane coercive fields are
the same as only Hc ⬃ 60 Oe, much lower than that of the
bulk Tb–Fe alloy, while the in-plane and out-of-plane saturation magnetizations are ⬃38 and ⬃47 emu/ cm3, respectively. According to our previous work,10 the Tb–Fe nanostructured film prepared by LECBD process exhibits high
magnetostriction under the low magnetic field, e.g., typically
being  ⬃ 300⫻ 10−6 under dc magnetic bias Hbias = 3.5 kOe.
Since magnetoelectric effect in a two-phase composite
mainly origins from the interfacial stress transfer between the
magnetostrictive and the ferroelectric phases, such low coercivity and high magnetostriction are significantly beneficial
to the magnetoelectric coupling.11,15
We subsequently measured the magnetoelectric effect for
the heterostructure. Both Hbias and small ac magnetic field
共10 Oe兲 were applied along the film plane. The induced voltage increment 兩⌬VME兩 was recorded by a lock-in amplifier
共SRS Inc., SR830兲. Figure 3 plots the Hbias dependence of
兩⌬VME兩 at a given ac magnetic field frequency f = 1.0 kHz.
One observes that the film exhibits strong magnetoelectric
coupling. With increasing Hbias, the 兩⌬VME兩 value rapidly increases, reaching the maximum value of 14 V at Hbias

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Polarization vs electric field hysteresis 共P-E兲
loops for the thin-film heterostructure. Inset is the variation of leakage current density with the applied electric field. 共b兲 The field dependent magnetization 共M-H兲 curves for the thin-film heterostructure.
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oxygen diffusion between PZT and Tb–Fe layers was testified by the leakage current density measurement. In spite of
this, the heterostructure exhibits good ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties, and the strong magnetoelectric effect
was observed in the heterostructure. The present work opens
an ideal avenue to prepare the magnetoelectric composite
films, which facilitates their applications on MEMS devices.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 The Hbias dependence of the induced magnetoelectric
voltage increment 兩⌬VME兩 at a given dc magnetic frequency f = 1.0 kHz for
the thin-film heterostructure. Inset is the Hbias dependence of piezomagnetic
coefficient q for the pure Tb–Fe nanostructured film prepared by LECBD
process.

= 5.5 kOe, and then drops slowly. The calculated maximum
increment of the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient is as
high as ⬃140 mV/ cm Oe, larger than that of the reported
all-oxide ferroelectric-ferromagnetic composite film.2–4 Inset
of Fig. 3 further plots the Hbias dependence of piezomagnetic
coefficient q 共=␦ / ␦Hbias兲 for the pure Tb–Fe nanostructured
film prepared by LECBD process. Compared with these two
curves, we find that both 兩⌬VME兩 in heterostructure and q in
Tb–Fe film have the similar change trend with Hbias. This
indicates that the magnetoelectric coupling in the heterostructure should be dominated by the magnetic-mechanicalelectric transform through the stress-mediated transfer, which
is well in agreement with the model proposed by Srinivasan
et al.16 In addition, we believe that the magnetoelectric effect
in the heterostructure could be further enhanced by controlling the oxygen diffusion in the interface, which could be
achieved if the kinetic energy of the nanocluster beam is
modulated appropriately. The relative investigations are now
underway.
In summary, the Tb–Fe/PZT thin-film heterostructure
was prepared by LECBD process. The heterostructure shows
a well-defined microstructure with clear interface. The slight
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